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Abstract 
Impulse acoustic microscopy technique has been applied for investigation of features of ceramic-ceramic contact zone. At the 
interface the method allows to identified and localized detachment and extended partial contact area (kissing contact), shown 
distribution of the thickness of the interlayer and its homogeneity. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the Scientific Committee of 2015 ICU Metz. 
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1. Introduction 
Adhesion strength of contacts between materials is one of the main criteria for assessing total reliability of a 
product. Special efforts are made to evaluate contact zones in joints of materials including opaque ones. The 
adhesion force is determined primarily by defects in the contact zone. Solid interface defects might occur as 
bounded regions of total adhesion loss in the interface (delaminations, gas or air bubbles, etc), or as zones of partial 
contact, where the interface involves numerous alternative nano- and microareas of good and bad adhesion (so-
called kissing bond). To enhance adhesion the contact interface could be strengthened by coatings, films or 
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intermediate layers with different mechanisms of their influence on contact reliability. The additional structural 
elements are sources of supplementary defects of the contact zone – disbondings at both sides of the intermediate 
layers, variations in layer thickness, inhomogeneity and inclusions in the layer interior and so on. 
The task of nondestructive testing is localization and identification of extended exfoliation, areas with partial 
contact, determination of the boundaries of adhesion defects at the interface. For kissing contact areas it is important 
to assess the quality of the contact. The ratio of local fraction of the area with normal adhesion to the total area of 
the interface is used characterising for such regions. Another task is to check the interface with the intermediate 
layer - monitoring the local layer thickness, its continuity and uniformity. 
The spatial structure of the contact is tested by various methods. The ultrasonic methods have been applied, most 
often, for the evaluation and characterization of the joints structure. Ultrasound penetrates to a sufficient depth in the 
volume of the majority materials used today. Standard ultrasound technique [1, 2] using low frequency transducers 
(up to 20 MHz) allows to detect adhesion defects in contact zone with size from some millimeters. Accordingly, 
localization and delineation of defective areas are performed with the same resolution. High resolution ultrasound 
imaging technique such as impulse acoustic microscopy [3-4] have more opportunities because of using high 
frequency (from 50 up to 200 MHz) focusing ultrasound probe beam. The small size of the focal spot (2÷3λ) allows 
to localize the adhesion defects of sizes up to several tens of microns. The value of the reflection coefficient for the 
high-frequency focused beams will be determined by the area fraction of the good adhesion inside the focal spot. 
The areas with total loss of adhesion are ideal ultrasound reflectors (reflection coefficient ∼1). In the perfect 
adhesion area the reflected and transmitted radiations are occurs. The values of these signals determined by the ratio 
between the elastic impedances of contacting media and describes by the coefficients of reflection and refraction at 
the interface. 
In areas of partial contact the incident ultrasound also generates reflected and passing radiation. But in this case 
values of the reflected and transmitted signals are determined by not so much elastic characteristics of contacting 
media as the structure of the contact zone inside the focal spot. Structure is determining, first of all, by ratio of the 
total area of lost adhesion to the total focal spot square. Measuring the amplitude of the reflected or transmitted 
signal allows estimating this area of partial contact. 
2. Materials and method 
2.1. Materials 
Test samples were prepared as bilayer ceramic-ceramic systems: rectangular ceramic base, which has been 
covered by facing material. Materials and compounds studied in this paper have a great interest in applied materials 
science and are widely used in dental prosthetics. 
The specimens have been formed as a plate with a size of 5ɯ15ɯ2 mm3. The ceramic base has been produced 
from zirconia (ZrO2) stabilized in the tetragonal modification by introducing yttrium and ytterbium oxides when 
precursor synthesis. Synthesis has been carried out by sol-gel method with simultaneous deposition of the 
components. The nano-fluorapatite glass-ceramic has been used as a facing material. The interlayer has been applied 
between the ceramics to get the high adhesion strength of the contact. Glass-ceramic material has been used as 
intermediate layer. 
2.2. Method 
Investigation of the ceramic-ceramic contact zone has been carried out by scanning impulse acoustic microscope 
SIAM-1 designed and produced by Institute of Biochemical Physics, RAS [3, 4]. The acoustic lens with the nominal 
operation frequency of 50 MHz and angular aperture of 11º has been employed. Distilled water has been used as 
immersion. Focal length of the lens in water is 13.5 mm; this length is enough for probe beam focusing at the 
contact zone through the ceramic base 2 mm thick. 
Impulse acoustic microscopy technique is based on application of ultrashort probe pulses (1 - 1.5 oscillations in a 
pulse) of high-frequency focused ultrasound. Probe impulses pass through an immersion liquid to a specimen placed 
nearby the focal plane of the focusing system. Probe pulse interaction with the specimen gives rise echo pulses 
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reflected from the specimen surface, elements of internal microstructure and the specimen bottom. The echo signal 
is received by the same ultrasonic focusing system; the received signal consists of the individual echo pulses 
separated by time intervals determined by propagation times between reflecting obstacles. These time delays enable 
to discriminate the echo signals reflected at different depths inside the specimen, and to form acoustic images of 
bulk microstructure for diverse types of objects including optically opaque ones. 
The starting stage of bulk acoustic imaging is echo patterning. Echo patterns (echograms) at each observation 
point represent sets of impulses reflected from the specimen borders and internal interfaces that are within the focal 
waist of the incident long-focus probe beam. The internal structure of the sample is represented as B- and C-scans. 
B-scans are sweeps of echograms while 1D transducer/receiver moving. In transducer motion individual echo pulses 
generate lines and spots that display distribution of interfaces and the small-sized structural elements over the 
sample cross section passing through the scan line. C-scans are produced by 2D scanning of the probe beam over the 
specimen surface. They are formed as gray-scale images displaying the amplitude of the reflected signal coming 
from a definite depth inside the specimen bulk. The key instrument of image formation is the electronic gate. It 
derives an interval of delay times, from which data on the reflected signal are displayed in acoustic images. 
3. Results 
Capabilities of impulse acoustic microscopy to assess structure and status of solid contact zone have been 
investigated as applied to ceramics-ceramics joints. 
One of the basic defects in the contact interface is a non-uniform distribution of the interlayer thickness - 
thickness variations significantly affect strength of the ceramic contact. In Fig.1 shows a diagram of a contact area 
with an inhomogeneous interlayer and cross-sectional acoustic image (B-scan) corresponding to this diagram. 
Within the contact zone the ultrasound probe beam is reflected from ceramic-interlayer and interlayer-facing 
material interfaces. The structure of the reflected signal depends on the relationship between of the ultrasound 
wavelength λ and interlayer thickness h. If the thickness h is less than the wavelength λ, both signals superimposed 
on each other (Fig.1a). If the thickness is commensurate with λ, the probe beam reflected on the two borders; and a 
wide echo pulse of complex shape is formed by the interference of signals reflected from the both banks of the layer 
(Fig.1b). If the thickness h is larger than the wavelength λ (h≥ (2÷3) λ), the echoes from the upper and lower 
boundaries of the interlayer are divided in time (Fig.1c) - reflected signals are displayed in the B-scan as two 
separate lines. 
 
Fig. 1. The inhomogeneous distribution of the interlayer in the ceramic-ceramic contact zone. (a) oscillogram corresponding thin interlayer (h<λ); 
(b) interlayer thickness h is commensurable with the wavelength λ; (c) interlayer thickness h is larger than the wavelength: h>(2÷3) λ. 
Fig. 2 presents 2D acoustic images (C-scans) of the contact zone for a ceramic specimen with kissing contact 
areas. Fig.2a gives microstructure of the ceramic–interlayer interface; Fig.2b represents the interlayer-facing 
material boundary. Thickness and depth position of imaging layers are given by electronic gates marked in echo 
patterns by the green and red colours for the upper and lower interply interfaces, respectively. Width of the gate is 
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40 ns, relevant thickness of the imagining layer is ∼140 μm. Adhesion defects in the C-scans are displayed as 
numerous bright dots and spots on a dark background of good adhesion area. Regions with different adhesion 
strength have various reflection coefficients and, respectively, signal amplitudes. At the ceramic-ceramic contact 
zone variations in echo signal structure observed at points 1, 2 and 3 of the scanning area results from zones with 
different contact perfection. Signals L2 reflected from the back interface of the contact at points 1 and 3 are 
compared with values of the signal L1 reflected from the front interface of the contact. Such picture of reflection 
corresponds to the area of regular adhesion of ceramic core and facing material. At the point 2 signal L1 reflected 
from the front surface of contact zone is bigger than the signal L1 measured at the points 1 and 3 of the regular 
contact. At the same time the signal L2 reflected from the contact zone bottom is distinctly smaller than the same 
signals at the point 1 and 3. Such structure of the reflected echo signal is characteristic for a zone of kissing contact. 
 
Fig.2 Acoustic image of contact zone: (ɚ) ceramic-interlayer interface and (b) interlayer-facing material interface correspond to green and red 
electronic gate in echogram, respectively. The areas with different adhesion strength are displayed as zones with different brightness. L1 – signal 
reflected in ceramic-interlayer interface; L2 – signal reflected in interlayer-facing material interface. 
4. Conclusions 
Impulse acoustic microscopy is an efficient technique for high-resolution NDT of the ceramic-ceramic contact 
zone. It provides observation small-sized disbonding zones, areas of partial (kissing) contact, inclusions at internal 
interface between various ceramic materials. 
In adhesion joints with the intermediate layer the technique makes it possible to inspect uniformity of the layer 
and distribution of the inteply thickness over the interface area. Local efficiency of focused beam interaction with 
the internal interface could be employ for quantitative assessment of local values of adhesion strength. 
Results obtained are the fundamentals of new high-resolution technique for NDE of internal interface in the bulk 
of ceramic construction. 
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